Abstract-Finite-state implementations naturally denote concatenations of morphemes and are limited to modeling concatenative morphotactics. The non-concatenative structure, such as reduplication, in the computational morphology of many world languages cannot be handled completely by finite-state technology. This paper describes the non-concatenative phenomena of reduplication, occurs in the adjective and adverb word classes of Manipuri language using the formalism of finite-state morphology tools and techniques. The discussion covers the non-concatenative nature and the challenges in capturing the various reduplication phenomena exhibited by the two classes; then present a morphological analyzer of the reduplicated adjectives and adverbs. It has been implemented using XFST and LEXC with the application of compile-replace algorithm to the morphotactics description of the language, which includes finite-state operations other than concatenation, to capture reduplication phenomena.
I. INTRODUCTION
Most of the computational morphologists consider reduplication as a residual problem. Reduplication, unlike concatenative morphology creates a new word form from some other words by copying a part or whole of it. So reduplication is a non-concatenative phenomenon, and it involves copying of a part of the word or the whole, of the same. The reduplication may occur with a prefix, root, stem, suffix in the word or a combination of any of these morphemes. Reduplicated words may appear in a dictionary as distinct words from the original word which underwent reduplication [1] . The outcome of reduplication process is to either strengthen/ emphasize the original word for grammatical and/or semantic purposes.
The process of reduplication may yield more than one word and yet is considered as a single word from the morphological point of view. As a matter of fact, reduplication cannot be defined as a concatenative morphology and so cannot apply concatenation operation in a finitestate network. Therefore, reduplicated words are always an issue while performing morphological analysis of a language.
Manipuri language exhibits a productive process of verb stem reduplication, occurs in cases of reduplicated forms of adverbs and adjectives, etc. These forms cannot be described simply by adding reduplicated stems into the dictionary, since it is not the verb root but the full, or possibly extended stem of the verb that is reduplicated. In Manipuri, wh-words, adjectives, adverbs, nouns, pronouns, etc. can be reduplicated. It can also be mentioned here that the language has both complete and restricted reduplication. Of the two types, the former copies the entire word while the later one copies only a part of the word form. In both the cases, roots or affixes, or both can be repeated. In the process of reduplication, some affixes can be identified to take part, but not all the affixes of the language take part.
In this paper we present a finite-state solution to capture the reduplication phenomena in Manipuri adjectives and adverbs. Like many other Tibeto-Burman languages, these two word classes in the language are derived from the verb roots with the help of affixes, particularly the prefixes and the suffixes. In the language, the order of reduplicated adjectives and adverbs are: (i) prefix plus root together, and (ii) root plus suffix. Interestingly both the cases are found in case of adjective and adverb reduplication processes. It is important to note here that Multi Word Expressions (MWE) in the language can also occur by reduplication [2] . However, our study did not focus on various issues of Multi Word Expressions in the language.
The next section is a brief profile of the language, available reduplicated word forms and an elaboration on reduplicated adjectives and adverbs in the language. The third section discusses the occurrence of reduplication with their corresponding lexical form. Here the initial lexical network and application of the compile-replace algorithm to the lower side language of the transducer network is illustrated in length from the implementation perspectives. Analysis of the implementation outcome follows the third section and concludes with a hint of future research directions in this field for the language.
II. REDUPLICATION IN MANIPURI

A. Brief profile of Manipuri Language
Manipuri belongs to the Kuki-Chin group of TibetoBurman language family [Grierson, 67] . It is mainly spoken in Manipur and its neighboring states in Northeast India, and in neighboring countries like Myanmar and Bangladesh. Typologically, the language is a tonal, agglutinating, and verb final language.
Being an agglutinative language, Manipuri is characterized by a very rich and complex morphological word structure. A single word form may have a good number of morphemes concatenated one after another like beads on a string. There are concatenations of up to twelve morphemes in a single Manipuri word. Normal Manipuri words may be, most of the time, equivalent to average to long English sentences.
Like many other South Asian languages, reduplication is one of the typical features of Manipuri. It shows extensive use of reduplication for grammatical and semantic functions. Manipuri exhibits both complete and restricted reduplication.
Complete reduplication in Manipuri language is seen in nouns, numerals, wh-words and reduplicated adverbs. Examples that illustrates the complete reduplication in Manipuri are- 
i) Adjective Formation from Verb Roots
Adjectives are formed by prefixing formative prefix (FP) ə and suffixing an adjectival (NZR) suffix bə to a monosyllabic verb root (VR) [4] . It is to be noted here that the verb root (VR) is a monosyllabic root, which requires a formative prefix (FP) ə-and a nominalizing suffix (NZR) bə/pə to form adjectives.
Consider the following adjective, to see how it goes through the process of reduplication.
(i) əcoubə (the big ones)
When (i) is broken into its constituent morphemes and their corresponding lexical forms, it yields the following:
The simple and reduplicated forms of the adjective are as in Table 2 .1- The reduplication process in case of B) is of the form
(VR + suffixes) (VR + suffixes) + NZR
Some examples are-
(j) caniŋ caniŋbə /the ones who wished to eat (k) p h əjə p h əjəbə, /the nice ones (l) tarəm tarəmbə /the fallen ones
The reduplication process copies the polysyllabic forms of the verb caniŋ, p h əjə and tarəm. The verb forms are comprised of the verb root (VR) and other allowed verb suffixes (viz. niŋ, rəm, see Krishna B Singha, et al, 2013 for adjective suffixes) required for adjective formation in the language, although p h əjə is an opaque polysyllabic verb root.
So for the reduplicated form of the adjective tarəmbə can be represented in its surface to lexical form correspondence as in Table 2.2   Table 2 .2 Constituent Morphemes of the Reduplicated Adjective in (l)
The bracketed portion is shown to have been copied in the reduplicated form of the adjective i.e. tarəm tarəmbə, where deictic suffix rəm is copied along with the verb root ta.
In both A) and B) it is a case of restricted reduplication. Only the difference being the monosyllabic roots take the FP while the polysyllabic roots do not.
iii) Adverb formation from Verb roots
As mentioned earlier that Manipuri does not have a distinct category of adverbs. They are derived from the verb roots by suffixing the adverbial suffix (ADVZ) -nə as illustrated below-
Here, the suffix -nə is attached to sək and cət, to form adverbs. The lexical form of it is in the language is schematized as below:
VR + ADVZ
In addition to the above, adverbs in Manipuri are also derived from the verb root by attaching the prefix tə-, i, etc. to the verb root followed by the adverbial suffix -nə. Some examples of adverbs in the language are:
by twinkling (p) tə-ram-nə /politely
An exceptional rule to the use of prefix i to form adverb is to reduplicate the verb root. Its use in an adverb does not qualify the word as a valid wordform without reduplication. Here the only the verb root is reduplicated and this reduplicated form has the formative prefix i and the adverbial suffix nə, i.e. it does not exist as an adverb without the reduplicated form. Some examples are-
(q) i-seɳ-seɳ-na /clearly (r) i-təp-təp-na /slowly
So the lexical form of same in the language can be schematized as under-
FP + VR + VR+ ADVZ iv) Reduplicated Adverbs in Manipuri
Reduplicated adverbs in Manipuri are formed in four ways-A) duplication of (VR+ADVZ) B) duplication of (FP+VR) C) duplication of (VR + suffix (es) D) duplication of (VR) Case A) is an exhibition of the complete reduplication as in case of adjectives; adverbs in the language undergo the process of reduplication by copying the whole part; as in- Following table shows the reduplicated process in one to one correspondence form of (t) in its surface to lexical representation - So, it is a case of complete reduplication which emphasizes the adverbial meaning.
The second case, i.e. B), is a case of partial reduplication, as it copies the part of the word, sans the adverbial nə. The reduplicated part has a prefix to the VR, which reduplicates along with the VR.
(v) tə-seŋ tə-seŋ-nə /(crystal) clearly (w) tə-yaŋ tə-yaŋ-nə /lightly (x) tə-ru tə-ru-nə /cleanly
The simple and reduplicated form for (v) can be shown by the following table- When this process is captured at the morpheme level in its surface to lexical form of the above wordform (q), it can be shown in the following way- So in the simple and reduplicated form, in this case, it undergoes the same process of derivation as that of adjectives, the following shows it for (z)- The general form of this reduplication can be illustrated as-
(VR + suffixes) (VR + suffixes) + ADVZ
It is worth mentioning here that only the polysyllabic part of the verb stem is doubled. The adverbial suffix is attached after the process of reduplication forming the reduplicated adverb.
The reduplication in the last case is a case of restricted reduplication. Only the verb root doubles here. The formative prefix i as well as the adverbial suffix does not take part in reduplication. Examples are-
(ab) icum cumnə /very rightly (ac) itəp təpnə /very slowly
This method is a variation among the other types of reduplication. It can be as shown below for (aa) - It can be observed that the reduplicated forms of adverbs and adjectives exhibit a similar pattern in case of the polysyllabic roots. Both of these classes double the polysyllabic root and take the respective adjectival or adverbial suffixes.
The following section will describe ways to implement the above reduplication processes by the basic method of describing lexicon in regular expression terms and the application of the compile-replace algorithm of the Xerox tool package.
III. CAPTURING REDUPLICATION
The concatenation operation of finite-state automata theory and its ability to represent concatenative morphotactics through regular expressions is well known in the field. Most languages build words primarily by concatenating morphemes together. The mechanism of continuation classes in Two-Level Morphology [5] translates into CONCATENATION in regular expressions which are the basic mechanism for describing morphotactics in LEXC [6] .
However, the mechanism failed for being inadequate in describing the morphotactics phenomena of nonconcatenative morphology like reduplication, separated dependencies, stem interdigitation, infixation, etc. Using basic finite state methods, SALAMA, the Swahili Language Manager [7] , reduplication was implemented by using the basic finite state concatenation operation. K. R. Beesley and Karttunnen, L., 2003 [6] , showed the handling of fixed-length form reduplication in Tagalog using classic Two-Level Morphology [7] which involves copying the first CV syllable of a verb root. They have also shown the Malay full stem reduplication using the compile-replace algorithm of the finite-state morphology [6] . We will adhere to the method based on finite state calculus for implementing reduplication -by using the compile-replace algorithm and show how this algorithm is best suited for describing the grammar of reduplication for both adjectives and adverbs of Manipuri language.
A. Compile-Replace Algorithm
The compile-replace algorithm of Xerox tool package makes it possible to include finite state operations other than concatenation into the morphotactics description [6] . And the basic idea behind this is the fact that regular expressions can easily notate to concatenations of a string, any number of times. Meaning, in finite-state terms any string s can be reduplicated as {s}ˆ2 which denote concatenations of s twice.
The basic requirement for the application of compilereplace algorithm is that the regular-expression substrings in the network to be modified by compile-replace must be delimited by the ˆ[ and ˆ] multicharacter symbols. These delimiters must be declared as Multichar Symbols in the LEXC file description. It is also required to be ensured that every substring of characters appearing on a subpath between ˆ[ and ˆ] must be compilable as a regular expression before compile-replace can work successfully [6] .
Using compile-replace is a two step process of compiling finite state networks for capturing the reduplication phenomena. Both the steps produce finitestate transducer networks. The initial transducer (using LEXC or regular expressions) relates two regular languages of which the lower language contains delimited substrings those themselves are valid XFST regular expressions.
The description of the LEXC file to illustrate grammars for reduplication of adverbs and adjectives are defined as follows-upper-side strings are built by the usual fashion of concatenation of morphemes and their respective continuation classes; while the lower-side strings are built by straightforward concatenation of a prefix ˆ[, a root enclosed in braces, and an abstract overtadverbial/adjectival suffix and ˆ2 followed by the closing delimiter ˆ], in the respective order of their formation, as shown below in I-VI. The concatenation of suffix bə to the duplicated word is represented in the lexicon in the usual fashion of LEXC file structure, using a continuation class. By simply putting the portion of the stem to be doubled, inside the ^[{ and }^2^], the suffix is concatenated using AdjSuffix continuation class.
i. AdjM.txt (LEXC of reduplicated adjectives for the duplication of (FP+VR))
The result of the compilation produces a network of which the lower forms are yet other regular expressions. The lower language produced are regular expressions, to which the compile-replace algorithm would be applied to produce the valid reduplicated surface forms of the polysyllabic root. The result of applying the compilereplace algorithm hence gives the following valid reduplicated surface forms of the adjective for the polysyllabic root p h əʄə.
LEXICAL:phəʄə+VR+Redp+NZR+ADJ SURFACE: phəʄə phəʄəbə
The LEXC file description for adverb formation mechanism of verb root tou and ca by duplicating the verb root and adverbial suffix nə is as shown below in III.
iii. As it can be seen that the lower strings are not a valid surface string, but are yet other regular expressions of the form {s}^2, which is the abstract meta-description of fullstem reduplications; where s is a string of any characters.
AdvM.txt (LEXC for reduplicated adverbs for the duplication of (VR+ADVZ))
Multichar_Symbols
When the compile-replace algorithm is applied to the lower language of this network, it recognizes each individual delimited regular-expression substring such as ^[{touna}^2^], compiles and replaces it with the result of the compilation, to give a finite-state transducer with the following upper and lower languages.
LEXICAL: tou+VR+ADVZ+Redp +ADV SURFACE: tounə tounə LEXICAL: ca +VR+ADVZ+Redp +ADV SURFACE: canə canə Now, the lower languages aka surface forms are the valid reduplicated adverbs in the language. However, it is a matter of choice whether to include a hyphen, a space between the reduplicated stems, or leave it in its concatenated form. In any case, it should be treated as a single word form and tagged as an adverb by a POS tagger (or mapped as a reduplicated adverb by a morphological analyzer).
iv.
AdvFPFP Here also, the lower language produced are regular expressions, to which the compile-replace algorithm would be applied to produce the valid reduplicated surface forms of the polysyllabic root.
An application of the compile-replace algorithm to the above lower languages produces the following valid reduplicated surface forms of both adjective and adverb respectively, for the polysyllabic root p h əʄə and caniɳ respectively. LEXICAL:phəʄə+VR+Redp+ADVZ+ADV SURFACE: phəʄə phəʄənə LEXICAL:caniɳ+VR+Redp+ADVZ+ADV SURFACE:caniɳ caniɳnə
The lexicon for reduplicated adverbs where reduplication is only the verb root is shown below in VI. As illustrated in the section 2, this adverb form does not exist in its simple form and is different from other forms of reduplication. Without the formative prefix (FP) i, the reduplication takes the form of lexicon I. i.e.AdvM.txt. We perform the compilations shown above by using a source file. The five lexicons I, II, III, IV, V, and VI are combined together with the union operation to form a single network transducer. The compile-replace is then applied to the lower language.
vi. VI. AdvFP.txt (LEXC for reduplicated adverbs of the form (VR))
The lexical form of the reduplicated word p h əʄə p h əʄəbə is analyzed by the resulting network as follows:
The network can perform from the other direction also, i.e. generating a reduplicated form from a given verb root.
XFST [1] : down p h əʄə+VR+Redp+NZR+ADJ p h əʄəp h əʄəbə XFST [1] :
IV. ANALYSIS
The finite-state network has been tested with 400 (100 monosyllabic and remaining polysyllabic) verb roots on each of the six lexicon. The implementation of the reduplication process of both the monosyllabic and polysyllabic roots in Manipuri shows that the usual LEXC network and the compile-replace algorithm in the XFST tool package can successfully capture and analyze the reduplicated adjectives and adverbs of the language. Also as a matter of fact, the morphophonemic alternation rules can be applied easily to the lower language after the application of the compile-replace algorithm.
The present writing system of Manipuri uses Bengali script. The script cannot represent the language perfectly and completely and so the issue remains the same for spelling rules in the language as there is no standardized document on grammar and spelling rule of the language while using Bengali script. An instance of such an occurrence is while applying morphophonemic rule for the adjectival suffix bə/pə following a t (unvoiced) or an tˎ(voiced).
The rule in the XFST regular expression notation is bə->pə || t _;
where bə is converted to a pə in an environment where it follows an unvoiced t. There is no proper standard mechanism to represent such situations occurring inside a word structure with the available grammar and spelling rules for computational implementation of these linguistic variants.
V. CONCLUSION
We have presented two non-concatenative processes, complete and restricted reduplication, that take place in adjectives and adverbs of Manipuri language at the word level. The paper has also discussed the challenges involved in the morphological analysis of the two classes. We have presented and tested methods for capturing and analyzing the reduplication using XFST and LEXC. On the basis of the result, we conclude that the compilereplace algorithm in the environment offered by the Xerox tool package offers elegant solutions to the problems discussed. As a matter of fact, it is worthy to mention that this tactics of solving the problem of morphological analysis of reduplicated words in the language will definitely contribute to the mechanism of finite-state based morphological analysis of Manipuri language
The presented technique in the finite-state environment can be extended to other classes of the language, such as nominal category and wh-words, for similar problems of reduplication.
